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The sound is hardcore street, with a twist of metaphoric expressions. So, hold on and enjoy the ride. 19

MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: This is the most slept on

Figure in Hip/Hop Big Spoon is an artist that has the flavor of the Deep South. He is H-Town born and

bread. This cat has ties to some of the jewels of Houston, such as Big Mellow (R.I.P), Mr.3-2 aka the

Governor, and Big T (the man with the "Million Dollar Hooks"), from the platinum hit song "Wanna Be A

Baller", talent that has been under rated and not to mention slept on. Big Spoon's album "Paid My Dues"

has the fire that has been missing form the south for quite a while. This album has 19 heart stopping

tracks, which touches every aspects of everyday life in the hood as well as big cities and small towns.

The track that speaks of the intensity of the struggle is "Baby Mama", this track will make you feel the

pain and dread of having a baby with a trifling and ghetto women that only want to bring trouble and

drama into a niggas life. As she uses the baby for bait to get revenge or better yet cash. The next track

that talks about perpetrators is "What Kind of Dude U IS?" and it alludes to several cats on the cut and in

businesses trying to be something that they are not. There is a line in a verse that says /One day you a

blood the next day you a crip/ then Big Spoon goes on to say /You say you be lickin' yeah you moving

them birds, selling......Church's chicken/ What Kind of Dude U Is? The Album "Paid My Dues" Sold on CD

Baby.com Cop that or cop nothing Pease!!!!!!!!!!
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